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Magnetoelastic properties of R Zn equiatomic compounds
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The magnetoelastic properties of the ferromagnetic cubic compounds of heavy rare earths with zinc (RZn)
are investigated. Lattice distortions occuring below the ordering point are particularly strong when

tetragonal: For instance, DyZn exhibits at low temperature a spontaneous tetragonal strain expressed as

c/a —1 =+8.1 X 10 . All of these magnetoelastic properties are chiefly due to the crystalline electric field

splitting of the ground-state J multiplet. But the tetragonal distortion observed in GdZn below the ordering

point reveals pseudodipolar magnetoelastic effects to be important also; this contribution is taken into

account for all the compounds. From our strain gauges and capacitance dilatometer experiments we deduce

the one-ion and two-ion magnetoelastic coefficients across the series. The former ones are compared with

determinations from ultrasonic measurements and their variation through the series is interpreted in terms of
crystal-field theory. Finally, an attempt was made to connect these coefficients to the present knowledge of
the conduction band in these CsC1-type intermetallic compounds.

I. INTRODUCTION

The equiatomic compounds of the rare earths
with zinc crystallize with the cubic CsC1-type
structure. ' This simple structure enables one to
study the different interactions of 4f shell in a
metallic surrounding in an entire series. Various
experiments have been undertaken on single crys-
tals of these RZn compounds: magnetization, '
specific heat, ' inelastic neutron scattering, and all
have shown the important effect of the crystalline
electric field (CEF). But use of only a cubic CEF
Hamiltonian in addition to the Heisenberg exchange
term was found insufficient to perfectly describe
the observed physical properties. This failure is
a result of neglecting magnetoelastic effects which
have been shown to be strong by a preliminary dil-
atometr ic exper iment. '

The purpose of this paper is to present a detailed
analysis of the magnetoelastic properties observed
in the presence of strong CEF effects in the heavy-
rare- earth compounds RZn. This series is favor-

able for such a study: from gadolinium to thulium,
the compounds are ferromagnetic and exhibit high
Curie points (Table I). In addition to the aniso-
tropy of energy, a main CEF effect consists of an
anisotropic reduction of the moment as in the case
of ErZn and HoZn, where the saturation can be
reached under field along the different principal
crystallographic axes.

In HoZn and TbZn, entropy effects due to the
anisotropic splitting by the exchange field of the
paramagnetic CEF level scheme lead to a thermal
change of the easy direction. ' From the various
experimental results the cubic fourth- and sixth-
order CEF parameters have been determined.
Both A,(r ) and A,(r') are negative in all the RZn
intermetallics. But their variation through the
series remains far from any point-charge esti-
mates, that is somewhat analogous to the case of
rare earths in Ag and Au,"Y, and Sc.' As dis-
cussed elsewhere, ' the major contribution to CEF
parameters arises from the d character of the con-
duction band on the 4f site. By augmented-plane-

TABLE I. Main magnetic properties in ferromagnetic R Zn compounds.

RZn
C

(K) Easy axis

Saturation moment
at 4.2 K

[001] [101] [111]
A4&r 4)

(K/atom)
A6(r')

(K/atom)

TbZn

DyZn

HoZn

ErZn

270

204

140

20

63 T
[1o1] [oo1]

[oo1]

23 T
[101] [111]

[oo1]

9.05

6.81

7.30

8.85

8.45 8.15

6.37 6.44

—41+ 5

—30+ 15

—14

—83+ 10

—35+ 15

—18

16 3182
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wave(APW) calculations, ' the d band is found close
to the Fermi level with only the e, subband occu-
pied. This interaction between the 4f shell and
the conduction band may be decomposed into direct
and exchange Coulombic terms, and the variation
of CEF parameters across a series can originate
from an exchange process between the 4f shell and
the conduction band for each rare-earth ion.

We shall discuss in Sec. II the relevant Hamilton-
ian of the RZn problem, and derive the anisotropic
magnetostrictive strains. Experimental methods
are described in Sec. III. Then, we give in Sec.
IV the results for each compound, beginning with
GdZn. Section V is devoted to volume strains.
Finally, we disuss the results.

II. THEORY AND CALCULATION METHODS

As a first approximation, the magnetic proper-
ties of cubic RZn compounds can be described
in the molecular-field (MF) approximation, by the
following basic Hamiltonian, expressed in four-
fold axes (K/atom):

X=Wx —+ 1 — x —-gp~H„+H; ~ J,
4 6

where 04 and 0, are the Stevens-operator equi-
valents, the expressions for which are different
along the various crystallographic axes, ' W is the
scaling factor of the crystalline field, and x is a
measure of the ratio of fourth- and sixth-order
terms. H, is the internal field. The exchange en-
ergy -g p, ~ H,„~J is written

[39 /J (J+ 1)] ((J„)J,+ (J,)J,+ (J,) J', ),
where 9~ is the experimental paramagnetic Curie
temperature. Our self- consistent calculation
starts with the diagonalization of the whole Ham-
iltonian in fourfold axes for any direction of the
moment in the space, ".aking into account its three
components. We calculate from the level scheme
the partition function and the moment M as dif-
ferent thermodynamic functions using Maxwell-
Boltzmann statistics. It is then possible to cal-
culate the magnetization curve for any internal field
direction, describing both the wavefunction purifi-
cation under field and the rotation mechanism of
the moment from the easy direction.

In this Hamiltonian, only the W and x param-
eters are unknown. But in favorable cases, neu-
tron spectroscopy allows their direct determination
in the paramagnetic state, without any exchange
contribution. As in ErZn and HoZn, ' the magnetic
properties are well described with the same level
scheme in both paramagnetic and ordered states,
we are led to think that the variation of the CEF
parameters due to a modification of the band struc-

ture at the ordering point is negligible in our com-
pounds.

However, the fits of the magnetization curves
may be improved, chiefly during the rotation pro-
cess, if one takes into account the quadrupolar ex-
change via conduction electrons between magnetic
ions. Treated in the MF approximation, the quad-
rupolar coupling is written

3C„=-K,((0,) 0', + 3(0',) 0,)

4K,((f,gf „+~ ~ ~ ),
where 0,', 0,', and P, ~

are the second-order
Stevens operators

0 = 2J', —(J„+J'„),

(2)

(4)

Ev &xx+ Ey + Erg

e, = (1/W8)(2&„- e —&„),
&, = (1/W2)(e~ 6„),

(8)

(8)

and the e,&'s are the tensor components of the
strain. Note that the pure tetragonal spontaneous
deformation c/a —1 is expressed as W e,. The
C,.&

's are the background elastic constants without
interaction, expressed in K/atom and Cs= 3

(C„+2C„) is the bulk modulus. The B, 's are pro-
portional to the magnetoelastic coefficients Br
of Callen and Callen, "and are taken as constant
with temperature. We neglect here higher-order
contributions, as justified by Luthi et al. in cal-
culations on RSb magnetoelastic properties.

P„=-,' (J, J~+J~J,), withi, j =x,y, z. (5)

In the case of weak magnetic interactions, quadru-
pole coupling can lead to a quadrupole ordering
point, with a structural transition. Equation (2)
has successfully contributed in the past to ex-
plain a great number of CEF effects, mainly on
elastic constants. " '

Due to the important magnetoelastic properties
observed in the RZn compounds, we have to com-
plete the Hamiltonian with a magnetoelastic term
X, and the elastic energy E,. Both terms are
expressed as a function of the normal. modes of
deformation for cubic symmetry, taking into ac-
count only the terms linear with the deformations.
The one-ion contribution to X, is

,oo+~sf 021-B.I~.,p„+ "I
and the elastic energy is

E, = 2 Cs (e„) + 2 (C~, -Q2) 0(E~+ &2)

+2C44 (e'„+ ~ ~ ~ ),
where the symmetrized strains are defined as
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At this point, we do not include the exchange
striction, which will be treated in Sec. V.

The treatment previously described for 3C [Eq.
(1)] is now applied to the whole Hamiltonian. The
minimization of the free energy with respect to
each strain component leads to the equilibrium
value of this strain available for any direction of
the moment

1 &00&+ 1

12)O ( 11 12)O

[2«,&'- («„&"«,&')], (12)

1 (02) 1 ((g )2 &g )2) (13)

&I';1&+ 4C'
4C44 4C44

(14)

Finally, the magnetostrictive change of length
can be expressed as

X = 5l /l = 2 e „+(I/V 6)e2 (2P', —P', —P,')

+ (1/&2)22(P', —P', )+ 2&„,P,P2

+ 2&ygp2p3+ 2&g„~spr, (15)

where P„P„P,are the direction cosines of the
measurement direction. The different strains are
calculated for any direction of the moment,
through the average values of the corresponding
operators. As asserted by Alben and Callen, "due
to the strong CEF effects, it is not possible to
derive X as a function of the direction cosines of
the moment using the classical magnetostriction
coefficients A. ', X"', and A."', because the mod-
ulus of the moment is anisotropic.

The calculation of the various strains has been
undertaken simultaneously in the RZn series with
the precise determination of the 4f ion energy
and of the magnetization for any field direction,
diagonalizing the entire Hamiltonian. " The limits
of the MF model have been checked on the mag-
netization curves. This model gives a better de-
scription for isothermal properties than for mag-

Furthermore, in the case of a S-state ion, the

different B,'s are null and no CEF effects are
expected. But the magnetostrictive tetragonal dis-
tortion observed in GdZn compels us to also take
into account the two-ions contribution to the mag-

astie Hamiltonian +',. We shall limi
to the pseudodipolar (PSD) terms written in the

MF model

3C, =-D, [z,(2&4,+ —(&8 )J +&8 &J ))
+ &3~,(&Z,&Z„- &Z,&Z,) )

&z„&z,+ &z,&z„
2 x3l 2

netic excitations, which seem to follow better a
spin wave model. This MF defect will appear in
magnetoelastic results too. For the fit in the
paramagnetic state, we have verified the agree-
ment of the calculated magnetizations with the ex-
perimental ones. "

The elastic constants used in the calculations
have been derived from our ultrasonic measure-
ments. We have reported in Table II the room
temperature values. Their thermal variations
have been taken into account as in Ref. 14 accord-
ing to the results on nonmagnetic YZn by Schiltz. '"

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Rare-earth-zinc single crystals were obtained
by direct fusion of the two components in a sealed
tantalum crucible and by cooling from the melt in

a Bridgman furnace; the temperature gradient was
about 20'C/cm. By this method we obtained sin-
gle crystals of good size. Due to some zinc loss
above 300'C, the strains induced during the prep-
aration of the sample could not be removed by an-
nealing.

Spheres of about 4 mm in diameter were spark
cut and used for both the magnetization measure-
ments and the parastriction experiments which
were performed with a high-sensitivity differential
capacitance dilatometer. " The magnetic field
available (3.6 kOe) with this dilatometer was not
sufficient for the studies of magnetostriction in
the ordered state: strain gauge experiments have
been developed in the 12-koe field provided by an
electromagnet. For the latter experiments, flat
disks were spark cut parallel to a high-symmetry
crystallographie plane. The samples were about 10
mm in diameter and 1 mm thick. Due to the small
form factor of the disks, the field is large enough
to determine the spontaneous strain along the easy
axes, but the forced magnetostrietion can be ob-
served only near the Curie point. Along a hard
direction, the full rotation of the moment could
not be achieved.

The experiments were made using electrical
resistance strain gauges (micromeasurements
350 0). In agreement with the results found on the
same type of gauges by Lee and Pourarian, "the
gauge factor varies by about 5 jg between 4.2 and
300 K. As standards we used pure copper or
silica. samples, the thermal expansion of which
was given by Hahn. " The absolute accuracy de-
pends on the identity of both the two gauges and
the two bindings; even for gauges manufactured
at the same time, it remains at about 5%. For
better accuracy, we always used two active gauges
bonded along two perpendicular equivalent axes:
both sets of values for the difference A.„—A., be-
tween measurements parallel and perpendicular
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to the field direction were in agreement better
than 2'. Magnetoresistance effects were shown

to be negligible at any temperature.
In the ordered state, some difficulties occur

from the anisotropy of the demagnetized state. Due

to the fourfold easy direction of crystal growth,
the three fourfold axes are not equivalent and be-
low the ordering point, the sample exhibits a non-

zero macroscopic strain. Thus, the absolute val-
ue for the change of length X(H) = (5l/l)„- (5l/1),
can be only approached by extrapolating the iso-
tropic values of (5l/1), observed in the paramag-
netic state, according to a GrQneisen-type law.

But, when the sample is a single domain succes-
sively along two perpendicular equivalent axes,
the difference (6l/1)„—(I/l), can be known with the

preceding accuracy of 2%p.

Above T„ the strain gauge results have been ob-
tained in a 10-kOe field and reduced to the values
in a 1-kOe field, according to the experimental
parabolic field dependence.

Complementary with the strain-gauge method,
the capitance dilatometer leads to the magneto-
striction with a fine accuracy (5l/1 10~) in the

paramagnetic state where magnetic forces are
weak. The good agreement between both deter-
minations can be checked close to the Curie point
and will be discussed in Sec. IV. Thus the change
of length can be observed to vary through six or-
ders of magnitude from 10 ' to 10 ' between low

and high temperatures.
This high sensivity does not permit the deter-

mination of any strain in all cases: for instance,
it is difficult to obtain with accuracy e„, which is
usually smaller than &„ since any misorientation
of the crystal introduces stronger parasitic
strains.

IV. DETERMINATION OF MAGNETOELASTIC CONSTANTS

We will first present the results obtained in

GdZn where magnetostriction originates only from
PSD interactions. Then, we shall discuss the
other compounds where PSD effects either rein-
force or compete with the CEF magnetoelastic
coupling.

A. GdZn

GdZn orders ferromagnetically at T, = 270 K;
that is the highest ordering point in all the CsCl-
type compounds. Even at low temperatures, the
magnetization curves are perfectly identical along
the three principal axes, never showing any aniso-
tropy larger than the experimental uncertainties.
This agrees with null B4 and B, CEF parameters
for an S state. However, we observed a tetragonal
strain arising at 7, (Fig. 1). As the magnetoelas-

10

10

LLI
I

10

Gd Zn
10

10 H=1kQ(.

100

TEMPERATURE (K)

300

FIG. 1. Thermal variation of the spontaneous tetra-
gonal strain &3=v 3 A, [001] in the ordered state and of

2
the &3 strain induced by a 1-kOe field in the paramagne-
tic state of Gdgn (0, strain-gauge data; ~, dilatometric
data; full lines are calculated variations).

B. ErZn

The level scheme has been obtained in this com-
pound by neutron spectroscopy. ' It is defined by

tic coefficient B, is null, the tetragonal strain &3

originates only from the D, term. At low temper-
ature, the spontaneous strain is &3=-4.5 x10 '.
'The D, coefficient can be determined as
D, = 2.3+0.1 K/atom. The MF calculated thermal
variation of E3 differs markedly in the 100-270 K
temperature range from the experimental one.
This fact may be correlated to the MF defect
previously observed for the thermal variation of
the spontaneous magnetization. We were not able
to measure with any precision the &,-& strains. Re-
sults for &, will be analyzed below.

As the PSD coupling has been proved to contrib-
ute to the tetragonal strain in GdZn, we cannot
neglect this contribution in other RZn compounds.
Since the coupling between 4f iona depends on the
conduction band that is roughly the same in the
series, we will keep this D, term constant. We
can note [Eq. (11)]that the D, ~ es contribution
modulates the Heisenberg term: it remains per-
fectly negligible in compounds with high-ordering
points, but increases up to 2% of the isotropic ex-
change in ErZn.
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W= —0.609 K/atom andx=0. 16, the four levels of
the I","' representation only being populated in all
the ordered range (T, =20 K). This scheme leads
to a very good fit of the three principal magnetiza-
tion curves at low temperature. 4 The fit of the
thermal variation for the spontaneous magnetiza-
tion is good in the MF model, the CEF spacing
leading to a fictious —', state.

In the paramagnetic state, the linear thermal
expansion is of n = (9.7+ 0.5) x 10 ' K '. Due to
the anisotropy always in the same direction as the
fourfold axis, only the B, coefficient can be deter-
mined in the ordered state (placing the gauges a.—

long the fourfold axes). We show in Fig. 2 the
negative spontaneous strain &, below T and the
strains induced in the paramagnetic state by fields
of 6 and 10 kQe. In the case of this compound
alone, the calculated variations of normalized
(0,') and (Z,)' are slightly different in the ordered
state. The normalized experimental &, lies be-
tween the preceeding curves, thus proving both
CEF and PHD effects to contribute to this strain.
We show in the inset of Fig. 2 the experimental
curve together with the pseudodipolar contribution
calculated with D, = 2.3 K/ato-m; hence we can
deduce the one- ion magnetoelastic coupling coef-
ficient B, which best fits the experimental results:

8, = 11.6+ 0.6 K/atom.
In the paramagnetic state, with the fields avail-

able, the (J,) values were found to be in agreement
with susceptibility results and (Oo) (H) appeared
very close to (J,)'. Both fits for H=6 and 10 kOe
are good, the MF model seems correct for mag-
netoelastic properties as well as for the magnetic
properties at least in this compound. We have not
been able to determine the B, coefficient from &„,
data.

C. DyZn

Dy Z n orders at 140 K, the magnetocry stalline
anisotropy in the fourfold d;rection is always ob-
served to be strong in the magnetization curves. '
The negative sign of both CEF parameters in the
series leads to negative values for W and x: in
all of this quadrant of the plane (W, .v), the energy
calculated in cubic CEF and exchange fields is
found to be minimized along the threefold axis.
Thus both magnetoelastic and qitadrupolar effects
may help the fourfold axis to become the easy di-
rection. Unfortunately, even on dilute Dy„Y, „Zn
compounds, neutron spectroscopy results do not
allow the determination of the (W. x) couple. Thus,
we will first present the experimental results and
then try to set boundaries on the magnetoelastic
coefficients.

Placing gauges along the fourfold axes leads to
the results reported for null internal field in. the
Fig. 3. The linear thermal expansion is n = (10.7
+0.6) x 10 ' K ' and the lattice behavior is in per-
fect agreement with the YZn results. " The tetra-
gonal distortion reaches the positive value of &3
= (6.53 ~ 0. 12)x 10 ' at low temperature and is shown

g4.

t04-
Tc

H*10 o 0-

H= 6k
DYZn

20 40 60
TEMPERATURE (K)

I

80 100

FIG. 2. Thermal variation of the spontaneous tetra-
gonal strain q3

——~~3 X[001] in the ordered state (0) and of
2

the e strain induced by 6- and 10-kOe fields in the para-
magnetic state (o) for ErZn. Full lines are calculated
curves with both CEF and PSD contributions.

&00 200
TEMPERATURE (K)

FIG. 3. Thermal variations of the changes of length,
measured respectively, along the c axis (parallel to the
magnetization) and the a axis (a fourfold axis perpendi-
cular to the magnetization). The paramagnetic curve is
extrapolated down to 0 K (dotted line) according to a
Griineisen law.
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100 200

TEMPERATURE t'K)

FIG. 4. Thermal variation of the spontaneous strain
f3=W3 A. [001] in the ordered state and of the &3 strain

2
induced by a 1-k0e field in the paramagnetic state in
DyZn (0, strain-gauge data; o, dilatometric data; full
lines are calculated variations).

in Fig. 4; in the paramagnetic state, the strains
are given for a field of 1 koe. The negative vol-
ume anomaly &, will be discussed in Sec. V. As
in the case of ErZn the &, &

strain is weaker by
about one order of magnitude than &„ the B, co-
efficient, available only in the paramagnetic state,
is found close to zero with large relative uncer-
tainties.

Although the exact level scheme is unknown, we
may look for the order of n.agnitude of B,. We ex-
pect first of all that in DyZn the CEF parameters
remain negative and consistent with their varia-
tions through the series: that hypothesis leads to
a roughly rectangular area defined by -0.8 & W
&-0.4 and -0.25 &x &-0.10. It is in this area,
also, that the magnetization curves calculated
with magnetoelastic and quadrupolar terms are
found to be the best. " As a result of the large ex-
change, (0,') is found to vary like the square of the
magnetization. With D, =-2.3 K/atom, we obtain
B,= 16++2 K/atom, (0,') remaining between 70 and
90 for any possible level scheme. We have re-
ported in the Fig. 4, the calculated curve for W
=-0.5 K/atom, x=-0.1 and B,=+16 K/atom. In
the paramagnetic range, both magnetoelastic co-
efficients lead to a correct fit for an internal field
of 1 koe.

D. TbZn

10

-3
10

10
4

Pl
W 10

-6
10

10

-B

0

0.0
0

100

I

200

TEMPERATURE (K)

FIG. 5. Thermal variations of the spontaneous strain
qs-—W X[001] in the ordered state and of the c3 strain in-
duced by a 1-k0e field in the paramagnetic state for
TbZn (0, strain-gauge data; ~, dilatometric data; full
lines are calculated variations). Inset: experimental
variation of the volume anomaly &„.

TbZn is particularly interesting because it al-
lows a determination in the ordered state of both

CEF magnetoelastic parameters By and B„due to
the change of easy direction. Indeed, the moments

point along the fourfold axis from the Curie point

T, = 204 K down to the first-order transition at T~
= 63 K, where they rotate suddenly toward the two-

foM axis, that is the direction of minimum free
energy at low temperature. This rotation occurs
with the equality of the free energy of the twofold
and fourfold phases, the different level. spacings
inducing a different thermal variation of the en-
tropies and thus of the free energies. ' This char-
acteristic CEF effect leads, with the calculation
of the moment along the three principal axes, to
the level scheme defined by the couple W=1.0
+0.2 K/atom, x =-0.3 +0.1.

In order to determine the B, coefficient asso-
ciated with the tetragonal strain, two gauges were
placed along the two fourfold axes of a disk cut
parallel to a fourfold plane. In the paramagnetic
state, the linear thermal expansion is n = (9.2
+0.4) x 10 ' K '. The extrapolation in the ordered
state infers a Gruneisen-tyl. e thermal expansion
(as in DyZn) and leads to a negative e, strain
above T„. In the same thermal range, &, in-
creases up to (+4.41+ 0.09) x 10 ' at Ts, where it
vanishes suddenly (Fig. 5). In the paramagnetic
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3
10

-4
10

5
10

W

6
10

TbZn

order of magnitude weaker than c,. As the D, co-
efficient was not obtained in GdZn, we shall fit

&„, only in. terms of the one ion B, coefficient. The
calculated values for (P„) in the same level spac-
ing leads to B,=+11.6+ 0.8 K(atom at 4.2 K. Al-

though we observe a discrepancy when approaching

T~, this B, coefficient provides a good fit of the
paramagnetic results. Note that the half-sum of
both measurements along [101]and [101]can be
written

(17)

Its thermal variation will be discussed in Sec. V.

E. HoZn

C

7
10

10
8

100 200
T EMPE RAT URE (K )

FIG. 6. Thermal variations of the spontaneous strain
e„, (T&Tz) and of the e„, strain induced by a 1-kOe
field in the paramagnetic range for Tbgn (G, strain-
gauge data; ~, dilatometric data; full lines are calculated
variations) .

In this compound, which orders at T, =74 K,
there is, also, a change of easy direction between
the twofold axis stable below TR= 23 K and the
threefold one above. This first order transition
has been observed by specific heat' and magnetiza-
tion experiments. ' In particular, the shift of T~
under magnetic fields is readily apparent on the
magnetization curves relative to the [110]and

[111]axes.
The level scheme defined by %=0.36 K and x

= 0.08 has been determined by neutron spectro-
scopy. ' While the fourfold axis is always a very
hard direction, the other two principal axes are

range strain gauges and dilatometer give the same
results for a field of 1 kQe. Below TR, the applied
field is too weak to rotate the moments toward the
hard fourfold axis and &, cannot be measured. Re-
sults obtained when the field is applied along the
easy twofold axis will be discussed in addition to
&, in Sec. P.

Taking into account the PSD contribution, the
calculation for the preceding levels scheme gives
a satisfactory agreement with the experimental e,
using a magnetoela. stic coefficient B,=+15+ 1 K/
atom. Uncertainties on the scheme do not have
much influence on the (0,') values, the 4f wave
function being largely purified of CEF effects by
the strong exchange. In the paramagnetic state,
the moment values used in the fit are in agreement
with magnetic susceptibility measurements and &,
calculated values agree with experimental results.

In order to determine the spontaneous strain &„,
below T„and above T„ two gauges were placed
along the [101]and [I01]axes of the same disk.
The field was applied successively in both direc-
tions and the half difference of the measurements
leads to

I

C)

hJ

W
I

3

20 40 60
T EMPE RAT URF (K)

80

1

[1013 [1011) ~xs '

The temperature dependence of &„, is reported in
Fig. 6. The positive spontaneous strain is one

FIG. 7. Thermal variations of the spontaneous strain
q ~ for HoZn. Inset: field dependence of the strain
& „~ at 4.2 (twofold easy axis) and at 30 K (threefold easy
axis).
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75 z!'=-~„(&z.)z.+ ~ ~ ~ )
V

' ((o;)o;+ 8&0',)o,')
8&„

+„'(&P„)P„.. ~ ~ ~ ) .BK2 (18)

J,is the Heisenberg exchange integral and K, and

K, the. quadrupolar exchange constants.
The modulation of the one-ion CEF terms leads

to

0
75 100 125

TEHPERATUR E (K)

FIG. 8. Therxnal variation of the &3 strain induced
by a 10-kOe field in the paramagnetic state of Ho7n.

found to be very close in energy. Thus an internal
field of 5 kQe is large enough to align the moments
along the twofold axis above T„. On all the sam-
ples studied we have found a linear thermal ex-
pansion of o. = (11.2+0.7) x 10 8 K ' in the paramag-
netic state.

With gauges parallel to the twofold axes, Eq.
(16) leads to a gap in e„(inset of Fig. 7) above

T~, as in the corresponding magnetization curves. '
That is explained by the variation of (P ) with the
rotation of the moment from the threefold easy
axis to the twofold field direction. Starting with
the level scheme and neglecting the PSD contribu-
tion (D2 =0), the thermal variation of e„gives a
magnetoelastic coefficient B,= -6.4s 0.4 K/atom.
As in TbZn, Eq. (17) will contribute to further
study of &„ after the determination of the tetragonal
B, coefficient.

The &, strain has been measured in, the paramag-
netic state, with gauges and field along fourfold
axes. Using the moment values obtained along
fourfold axes above T, in order to calculate the
thermal variations of (02) and of the PSD term,
the fit leads to a good agreement with experiments
as it can be seen in the Fig. 8 for a field of 10 kQe.
Both observed and calculated field variations of q,
follow closely an H' law in al.l the studied range.
The B, coefficient is found to be B,=+(8.4+ 0.4)
K/atom. The change of length when the field is
applied along a twofold axis in the ordered state
will be analyzed in Sec. V.

e„(T) (&~.)'+ ) + ' ((o,')'+ 8 (o',)')Bg BK,

fP V

' ((P„,)'+ ~ ~ ~ ) + ' ((0,)„—&0,)„)
V U

+ „'(&0.)s„-&0QH,„)+ (20)

Due to the complexity of the problem, &„ will be
only treated qualitatively.

In order to obtain &„, we have to use combina-
tions of the different strains such as X&~„+2k.fypp]

(gauges and moments parallel to fourfold axes),
X„,»+ Xt»» [gauges and moments along twofold
axes, see Eq. (17)]. These changes of length
A.„.», have to be determined by difference from the
unstrained lattice behavior extrapolated from the
paramagnetic state. Qur Griineisen-type law
agrees with the thermal-lattice behavior of YZn, '
but the cumulated uncertainties on &„ can reach
20%).

In the ordered state of DyZn, e„has been ob-
tained from the results of Fig. 3 and reported in
Fig. 9. c, is negative, reaching (-2.2+0.2) x 10
at 4.2 K and follows roughly a thermal &J,)' law.
This is consistent with the negative forced mag-
netostriction above T„whi haclso varies as &8,)'.
If we define a total magnetoelastic coefficient

which contributes to the anomalous thermal ex-
pansion at all temperatures, as first observed by
Qtt and I.Qthi on TmSb." At the ordering point,
the thermal average value of fourth- and sixth-
order operators is modified by the exchange field.
Then &„ is given in the ordered state by the follow-
ing expression limited to the terms linear in
strains:

V. VOLUME MAGNETOSTRICTION &.= e„C,/&Z, )', (21)

We will now discuss the fully symmetrical mode
The magnetoelastic Hamiltonian consists of

two contributions. First the exchange terms of
the general Hamiltonian can be modulated by E„:

we obtain for DyZn a negative value X),=-10+ 1
K/'atom. In Er Zn we observed &„and its field
derivative to be both negative, but the measure-
ments were too inaccurate to obtain a value for X),.
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strain-gauge data; ~, dilatometric data; full lines are
calculated variations).

tooi) = '
(22)

Calculations allow us to verify that both Eqs. (17)
and (22) are identical for a moment along a two-
fold axis. Both determinations are reported in
Fig. 10. After subtracting the calculated &, con-
tribution, e„ is found to be about (-2.2 + 0.3) x 10 '
at 4.2 K, and varying like the square of magnetiza-
tion (S,= —9+2 K/atom).

In TbZn, &„has been studied with both gauge
orientations. Between T, and TR, we observed the
same behavior as previously in HoZn with S,
=-8s 2 K/atom (Inset of Fig. 5). But at Ts there
appears a marked step, &„ remaining negative.
As the magnetization ha, s been observed to be only
2% larger in, the twofold axis, that is not enough to
explain this step, without taking into account the
different average values of CEF operators on both
sides of T~. Note that, in this particular case of
TbZn, the B,/a„aery ct lseaffect can contribute.
This fact was not observed in HoZn, because we
could keep the moments along the [101]hard di-

In the paramagnetic state of HoZn we observed
the negative sign for the field derivative when mea-
suring the &, strain (gauges and moments parallel
to fourfold axes). In the ordered state with the
moments always remaining along the twofold axes,
the change of length is

rection with a 5-kate field above T~.
In GdZn, the paramagnetic range investigated is

too small to expect a determination of &„ from an
extrapolation in the ordered state. But close to
T„we have found &„ to be positive as well as its
field derivative. This is opposite to the results
for the other compounds. In GdZn, &„ is only due

to the variation of exchange with the lattice param-
eter and can be written

(23)

D, being the corresponding magnetoelastic coeffi-
cient. The positive value of D, is confirmed by the
analysis of isotropic pressure experiments by
Hiraoka. " This author observed a nega, tive depen-
dence of the ordering point T, with the pressure.
According to the Bean and Rodbell theory, "we
can deduce from his results a positive value D,
=+7 K/atom.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have collected all the results obtained through
the series in Table II.

A. Lattice thermal expansion

The linear thermal-expansion coefficient in the
paramagnetic state was found to vary from (9.2)
x 10 ' to (11.0) x 10 ' K ' through the series, but
it is difficult to say whether this variation is to be
associated with a lattice effect rather than with
gauge defects. Qur values agree with that given
for YZn by Schlitz et al. ,

'o v ho found a.= (11+1)
x 10 ' K ', constant between 80 and 300 K.

B. Anomalous volume expansion

GdZn exhibits a pure exchange striction. In. all
the other compounds, exchange and CEF effects
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TABLE II. Background elastic constants at room temperature, linear thermal expansion

(T& 70 K), spontaneous strains at 4.2 K {~&3 = c/a —1), magnetoelastic coefficients and

Stevens coefficients (N.M. = not measured) .

8Zn. GdZn DyZn HoZn ErZn

105 K/atom
1.07 1.09 1.20 1.41 1.74

105 K/atom

Cg
10 K/atom

1.25

1.99

1.28

1.97

1.43

2.03

1.53

1.83

1.65

2.28

10 K

~„(10 )
(4.2 K)

&& (10 )
{4.2 K)

~..(10 )

{4.2 K)

Bg
(K/atom)

B2 (K/atom)
PSD neglected

ng (1Q-2)

&Q

—4.45

N.M.

9.2 + 0.4

—1.3 (63 K)
——0.5 (4.2 K)

+4.41 (63 K)

+0.3

+15+1

+11.6 + 0.8

10.7+ 0.6

—2.2+ 0.2

+6.53

N.M.

—0.635

11.0+ 0.7

—2.3+ 0.3

N. M.

—0.2

~8.4+ 0.4

—6.4 + 0.4

—0.222

9.7 ~ 0.5

g0

—3.10

N.M.

—11.6 + 0.6

+0.254

both contribute to the anomalous volume change
e„, but the CEF contribution appears to be three
times larger than exchange striction —and opposite
in sign. This explains, for instance, the unusual
step in the curve e„(T) observed with TbZn for T
= T„, a typical CEF effect.

with the large negative values for n~(r').
The good agreement between -n~(r') and B, in

all the series justifies a Posteriori our assumption.
that the PSD D, contribution, which depends chief-
ly on the band structure, is roughly constant
through the series.

C. B& magnetoelastic coefficient

B, is derived from the experimental &, strain,
after having subtracted the two-ion (D,) contribu-
tion. In the present case of a simple cubic lattice,
the B, magnetoelastic coefficient is proportional
to the strain derivative of the second-order CEF
parameter n~(r')A, . The contribution of the sur-
roundings A, is null only in the cubic phase, but
its strain derivative is not null and may be taken
as constant through the series. So we can expect
B, to vary throughout the series proportionally to
nz(r2), where nz (the Stevens coefficient) and (r')
are relative to the 4f shell and independent of the
strains in the first approximation.

This law is well verified in Fig. 11 and confirmed
in the case of TmZn (B,=-25 +2 K/atom) that we
have recently investigated. " U'ltrasonic deter-
minations for Erin and TmZn are also reported
in the Fig. 11, and will be discussed later. More-
over, we can note that the strong tetragonal strains
observed in antiferromagnetic RZn (c/a —1 =+1.4%
with PrZn, 2'+1.6% with'9 CeZn} are consistent

D. B2 magnetoelastic coefficient

As explained in Sec. III, it is usually difficult to
determine &„,. The evaluation of the PSD D, coef-

20 ~

fV

~g

Q

- 20

a

-0
Cl

-20- - -20

Tb Dy. Ho. Er Tm

FIG. 11. variations of the J3& magnetoelastic coeffi-
cient and of the ~&&r & term throughout the p Zn series.
The error's bars do not take into account any uncer-
tainties on the D& PSD term [full line, ez (x );B~, ,
this study; 0, from ultrasonic data (Refs. 14 and 30)].
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ficient was not possible from our &, measure-
ments on GdZn and we could obtain &„,only in the
ordered state of TbZn and HoZn. If the D, contri-
bution is neglected, both B, values do not follow
the o.z(r') law; in both compounds, the agreement
requires as for D, a negative value of D, . A sir:fi-
lar negative D, value is necessary to explain the
null &„, strain observed in the paramagnetic range
of DyZn. Thus it appears that for this &„, strain
too, the PSD contribution takes an important part
in the magnetostriction.

E. Comparison with dynamic determination

Both magnetoelastic coefficients B, and B, can
be approached by ultrasonic experiments. Calcu-
lations have been developed for the paramagnetic
state in the recent past for the thermal variation
of elastic constants in presence of CEF effects. "
For instance, the C„—C» mode is given by ex-
pression (3) in Ref. 14:

C„—C„ 1+ (g,'+g')y,

where y, is the strain susceptibility depending on

the level scheme, the magnetoelastic coefficient

g, is proportional to our B, and g' corresponds to
the quadrupolar exchange coupling K, of expression
(2). Thus in ultrasonic experiments, the B', term
has to be isolated from K„besides, one cannot
obtain the sign of B,. This method is suitable for
compounds with low ordering point, like ErZn and
TmZn: curve fitting for the C» —C» mode leads
tog22=0. 8+0.1 mK, (i.e. , ~B, ~

=12+1 K/atom) in"
ErZn and to g,'=8.9+0.5 mK, (i.e. , ~B, ~

=30+2
K/atom) in TmZn. " We have reported in the Fig.
11 these values with the negative sign observed by
magnetostriction experiments. The good agree-
ment in both experimental determinations com-
forts us about the hypothesis of a constant D, mag-
netoelastic contribution and, besides, indicates

the existence of the quadrupolar coupling. The
fact that no softening appears on the C44 mode con-
firms the smaller role of B, in magnetostriction.

F. Tentative analysis of magnetoelastic coupling

The first attempt is usually to compare the mag-
netoelastic coefficients with point charge model
predictions. According to the Hutchings formal-
ism, "the CEF magnetoelastic term B, can be
written

B,= (e'/a')[3qs- (64/9u 3)q ~,]v -', o.~(r'),

when taking into account the eight zinc and six
rare-earth first neighbors. Assuming q„=+3 and

q ~, =+2 leads to B, =+2 K/atom, that can be modi-
fied by the further neighbors contributions. As in
our intermetallics the CEF parameters have been
proved not to follow ~uc~ a model, but been related
mainly to the conduction band, any agreement on

B, would be accidental.
Since the CEF parameters are stated by the

electronic structure in the close surroundings of
the 4f ion, understanding would be facilitated by a
good knowledge of the band. But the hard theore-
tical problem of the magnetoelastic coefficients
would necessitate calculating first both the direct
and exchange coulombic contributions to CEF pa-
rameters, before studying their strain modifica-
tion. A first rough idea is that a tetragonal strain
splits the degeneracy of the e, band lying close to
the Fermi level and thus selects particular orbi-
tals. This mechanism occurs simultaneously with
4f ordering through the 4f shell-band coupling but
the interactions through the conduction band be-
tween intrinsic 4f quadrupoles, observed without

magnetic order ing in Tm Zn, "may proceed from
the same origin. The PSD magnetoelastic cou-
pling, too, may be expected to be interpreted in
the band model.
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